VIRTUAL ENGAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
Connect with us virtually! We want to share with you how your support is making a difference
for those struggling with homelessness. We would love to customize a virtual experience that
caters to what you need, whether that be a guest speaker joining your virtual staff meeting or a
learning opportunity for your family!

Virtual Tour
Come behind the scenes at UGM! This 5 minute video takes
you inside our building and programs at UGM. This will provide
you with an inside look of the work you make possible to help
those in our community.

Live Virtual Workshops
Participate in a customized workshop specifically for your
group! In this TED talk like workshop, an educator at UGM will
lead your team through a live 15-18 minute video call on your
choice of topic from the list below, followed by an optional
discussion time and Q&A. This is a great chance to learn about
the complexities of poverty, homelessness and addiction.
You can choose from the following topics:
What to do when people ask for money?
While we would love to give you a straight forward do’s and don’ts list, it is really just not that
simple. In this talk we will spend time talking about agency, power dynamics and being curious
as tools that we can use to respond and care for people that are going without.
Addiction and recovery
As a society, many of us still rely on the old narratives of addiction that tell falsities like “they
chose this life” or “drugs are just too addicting to recover from”. In this talk we will present a
not so new narrative about the addiction journey and the hope that recovery can offer when
the story is changed.
Why should we care?
In this talk we will explore why caring for things that are outside of our bubbles helps to
address systemic injustices and create more equitable communities for everyone. Additionally
we will touch on how it is actually in our own best interest too.
Asset Based Community Development
In this talk we will look at how reframing our ideas of how starting with what already exists in
communities and leveraging peoples already established skills and abilities has the potential to
transform both the community and the people that are there to help.

